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Overcurrent Experiments on HTS Tape and Cable Conductor

Kim H. Jensen, Chresten Træholt, Erling Veje, Manfred Däumling, Claus N. Rasmussen, Dag W. A. Willén and Ole Tønnesen

Abstract—Overcurrents in the power grid can have a magnitude of up to 20 times or higher than the rated current. This may cause problems and permanent damage to electrical equipment in the grid. High temperature superconducting (HTS) tapes are known to be sensitive to currents much larger than their critical current. In this light, it is important to investigate the response of HTS tapes and cable conductors to overcurrents several times the critical current. A number of experiments have been performed on HTS tapes and cable conductors, with currents up to 20 times the critical current. During overcurrent experiments, the voltage and the temperature were measured as functions of time in order to investigate the dynamic behavior of the HTS tape and cable conductor. After each experiment, damage to the superconductors was assessed by measuring the critical current. Preliminary results show that within seconds an HTS tape (critical current = 17 A) heats above room temperature with an overcurrent larger than 140 A. Similar overcurrent experiments showed that a HTS cable conductor could sustain damage with overcurrents exceeding 10 times the critical current of the cable conductor.

Index Terms—High Temperature Superconductors, Superconducting cable, Overcurrents

I. INTRODUCTION

Superconducting cables are new electrical components that today are being designed and tested for use in the electric grid [1]-[3]. Before they can be installed in the grid they have to show reliable performance during normal load conditions and during fault conditions.

Superconducting cables are designed to fulfill a number of different criteria such as transmission capacity or nominal load current. The critical current of the superconducting cable is designed from these criteria's.

In the electrical grid there is a certain possibility that a fault can happen. This fault can be a short-circuit between individual phases or between phases and earth. The current during these short-circuits is several times larger than the nominal load current, and the faults are interrupted by the use of circuit breakers that disconnect the cable, thus interrupting the over-current. In the time from the occurrence of the short-circuit to its removal, the superconducting cable has to sustain the short-circuit current. Because the short-circuit current can be several times larger than the nominal current, the critical current is exceeded, and the consequence can be that the superconducting cable conductor heats up, possibly above its critical temperature. A large conventional cable having a copper or aluminum conductor does not experience problems with short-circuit currents or overcurrents because of the large conductor area. A superconducting cable on the contrary will have problems as stated in [4].

In this paper how a single HTS tape behaves during a DC overcurrent (similar to the work in [5]) is investigated in section II. Damage inflicted on an HTS model cable conductor by short-circuit currents is investigated in section III by performing successive critical current measurements after the cable model has been exposed to short-circuit currents of increasing magnitude.

II. DC OVERCURRENT MEASUREMENT ON HTS TAPE

The HTS tape used in the overcurrent measurement was a BSSCO-2223 tape fabricated by the powder in tube technique. The particular tape used has a pure silver sheath. The tape data are shown in Table I.
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A. Experimental

During the over-current test, the voltage, temperature and current were measured continuously using a digital oscilloscope Lecroy model LC334M. The current was supplied by an HP 6680 current source. The magnitude of the current was measured by measuring the voltage drop over a calibrated resistor. The temperature was measured by placing a silicon diode directly onto the surface of the tape. The experimental set-up for the DC overcurrent test is shown in Fig. 1. The HTS tape is cooled through a glass-fiber reinforced epoxy former (tube) that contains liquid nitrogen (LN2), which means that there is no physical contact between the tape and the LN2. The LN2 in the former is not circulated during the experiment. On the outside of the HTS tape and the former is placed a tube insulation, to secure good cooling of the HTS tape. This way of cooling resembles the way a room temperature dielectric HTS cable is cooled.

The voltage is measured over a 200 mm length of the tape and the temperature is measured at the middle of the tape. The temperature measurement is corrected for the thermal response time t_{delay} of the diode by (1), [6]. The response time of a standard diode (model 471) is given in [7].

\[ T_{\text{corrected}} = T_{\text{measured}} + t_{\text{delay}} \frac{dT}{dt} \]  

(1)

where \( T_{\text{measured}} \) is the temperature measured by the silicon diode.

B. Results and Discussion

The DC overcurrent is switched on at \( t = 0 \) seconds and at this time the temperature is measured to be 80 K. The high peak in the current right after switch on is due to the regulation system in the DC current source. The corresponding constant DC overcurrent with the same heat dissipation as the current shown in Fig. 2 can be calculated to be 160 A.

After switch on the voltage and temperature of the tape rises rapidly and the temperature sensor measures a temperature of 300 K after 0.7 seconds. Another way of determining the temperature of the tape is by calculating its ohmic resistance from the measured voltage and current. This resistance can then be compared to a measured resistance (using 4-wire measuring technique) for the tape at room temperature (293 K). The calculated temperature by the resistance method gives an average over the temperature distribution along the tape. The temperature sensor on the contrary gives the temperature at a single point of the tape. The result shows that the average temperature (calculated from resistance) of the HTS tape reaches room temperature (293 K) after approx. 0.41 seconds. Assuming adiabatic heating of the tape, the temperature rise can also be calculated from (2).

\[ \int v(t) \cdot i(t) dt = \int V \cdot C_p(T) dT \]  

(2)

where \( v(t) \) is the measured voltage in Fig. 3 and \( i(t) \) is the measured current in Fig. 2. The specific heat \( C_p \) for the tape is found in [8] and [9]. The time for the tape to reach room temperature (293 K) is calculated to be 0.36 seconds, in fair agreement with the value determined from the resistive measurement.

The difference between the two results can be explained by assuming some of the dissipated energy in the tape is transferred to the surroundings and by uncertainty in the physical parameters and constants.

The lower temperature measured by the silicon diode may be caused by its mass or not fully compensated thermal lag, but may also indicate that the temperature distribution along the HTS tape is not uniform. This could be caused by
different thermal contacts from the tape to the surroundings along the tape (which is not so likely due to the closeness of the resistive and the adiabatic results) or it could come from the development of hot spots along the tape [10]. A single hot spot along the tape would only be measured by the temperature sensor if the sensor if placed in the vicinity of the hot spot. But it would always be measured by the voltage measurement.

The fast temperature rise shows that the tape is sensitive to large overcurrents, and that overcurrents of several times the critical current will heat the tape far above its critical temperature. If we assume that an HTS cable conductor contains 170 tapes in a number of layers (a DC critical current around 12.8 kA), then the overcurrent used here corresponds to a short-circuit current of 27.2 kA in the HTS cable conductor. A short-circuit current of this size can be expected in the Danish electrical grid, but it depends on the fault location.

III. INVESTIGATION OF DAMAGE ON HTS CABLE CONDUCTOR BY SHORT-CIRCUIT CURRENTS

Two measurement series A and B were conducted on two 1-layer HTS cable conductors, one in each measurement series. The two HTS cable conductors where made with helically wound HTS tapes on a glass fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP) former. The data for the two cable conductors used are shown in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of short-circuit currents</th>
<th>Short-circuit currents measured in measurement series A [A]</th>
<th>Short-circuit currents measured in measurement series B [A]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>561</td>
<td>699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>899</td>
<td>982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1079</td>
<td>1116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1263</td>
<td>1570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1575</td>
<td>1818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1814</td>
<td>2151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2173</td>
<td>2350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2563</td>
<td>2793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2957</td>
<td>3155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>3200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In each measurement series the HTS cable conductor was tested with an increasing short-circuit current. The length of the short-circuit current pulse was 1 second, and the current was 50Hz AC that initially contained some DC component. The short-circuit currents tested in the two measurement series can be seen in Table III; all values in Table III are rms values.

With an even current distribution among the tapes, the single tape current corresponds to 12.3 A at a short-circuit current of 320 A, and to 123 A at a short-circuit current of 3200A rms.

After each short-circuit current, the critical current (I_c) of the cable conductor was measured in order to monitor any possible damage that occurred to the cable conductor from the short-circuit current. The 1 μV/cm criterion was used to determine I_c. Further, the conductor was visually investigated for any physical damage.

In the first measurement series A, the HTS cable conductor was cooled by immersing it in LN2. The HTS tapes on the cable conductor were in physical contact with the LN2. In the second measurement series B, the HTS cable conductor was cooled indirectly by the former, which contained the LN2. In this case, the HTS tapes were not in physical contact with the LN2. The I_c measurements for both measurement series were performed in the same cooling manner as was the short-circuit testing. Because of the cooling procedure, the cable conductor in series A was immersed in LN2 for several hours, whereas the cable conductor used in series B were not.

Cooling of the cable conductor in the two measurement series reflects how an HTS cable with cryogenic dielectric is cooled (series A) and how an HTS cable with room temperature dielectric (series B) is cooled. During the short-circuit testing the LN2 was not circulated in the former.

B. Results and Discussion

The measured values for the critical current are seen in Fig. 5. The measurements for both series A and B show that I_c is decreasing after large short-circuit currents. In A, the I_c of the cable conductor decreases after a short-circuit current of 2350 A, and after the maximum short-circuit current it is reduced by 40%. In B, the decrease starts after a short-circuit current of 1814 A. The decrease in I_c is not as steep as in A.
and after max. short-circuit current it has decreased by 18%.

The decrease in \( I_c \) for both conductors indicates that the HTS cable conductor is damaged by a short-circuit current above 2000 A. However, investigation of physical damage to the cable conductor between the short-circuit currents showed no signs of permanent physical damage to the tapes.

It is not known precisely how the cable conductor is damaged by the increasing short-circuit current, but a number of different aspects can be discussed.

It is known that \( I_c \) is sensitive to mechanical forces, such as pulling, twisting and bending \([10,11]\). A temperature rise of the cable conductor causes the length of the tapes to increase due to thermal expansion. However, the former that the tapes are wound onto does not expand, because the heating is mostly adiabatic (see section II). If the tapes expand and the former does not, the tapes could be mechanically deformed and the \( I_c \) lowered. After interruption of the short-circuit current the tapes are cooled down again by the coolant. The time needed for cooling after the current pulse is disrupted, is determined by the cooling method. Tapes directly immersed into LN2 would be expected to cool significantly faster than those just cooled by conduction. A physical inspection of the conductor would not necessary see this mechanically deformation, because the tapes are cooled back to the initial position before heating. Whether this fact can be used as an explanation for the different behaviour of the two cable models remains to be seen.

The magnitude of \( \frac{dT}{dt} \) in the cable conductor could give rise to bubble formations in the tape and thereby lowered \( I_c \) for the cable conductor. This would primarily be seen in measurement series A (conductor immersed in LN2). However, bubbles would be detectable by a physical investigation of the cable conductor after the short-circuit testing - no bubbles were observed.

IV. CONCLUSION

The DC overcurrent measurements on HTS tape showed that an overcurrent of several times \( I_c \) will heat the tape to room temperature in less than a second. This indicates that there can be problems with short-circuit currents in HTS cable conductors. A solution to this problem could be high-speed relays that interrupt the short-circuit current above a set value before it damages the conductor.

It has been shown that a one second short-circuit current with the size of several times the critical current of a HTS cable conductor can damage the conductor.
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